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Hymns to Amun-Ra and Amun in the Tomb Chapel of Djehuty (TT 11)

José M. Galán

The overseer of the Treasury and overseer of the craftsmen under the joint reign of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III, Djehuty, built his funerary monument (TT 11) at the central area of Dra Abu el-Naga. What exactly moved him to abandon the area(s) of the necropolis chosen by most of his fellow courtiers, south of Hatshepsut’s causeway, and depart from them about 500 m to the north, we will probably never know with certainty. The ongoing excavations of the Spanish–Egyptian mission in that area of Dra Abu el-Naga, around Djehuty’s tomb chapel, may shed some light on this question. What is already known is that the selected area was at that time densely occupied by burials of members of the royal family and high officials of the Seventeenth Dynasty, and that at least some of the royal tombs displayed outstanding and distinctive (mud-brick) pyramids. Indeed, the site enjoyed considerable prestige from its association with the Theban ancestors, leaders, and founders of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Not only had the place become a landmark from a historical/political perspective, but it also had religious significance. Dra Abu el-Naga stands right across the river from Karnak, which started to control most of the local resources, both material and human in the early Eighteenth Dynasty, just as the scale of Amun’s temple was gradually enlarging. Moreover, the procession of the Beautiful Feast of the Valley, which was also gaining pace then, probably made its first stop when reaching the necropolis at the central area of Dra Abu el-Naga and might have passed in front of Djehuty’s monument.

Located in the foothill, the open courtyard of the tomb chapel of Djehuty was enlarged with mud-brick side-walls, reaching 34 m in length, making it the longest attested courtyard of the time. Since the façade is only 7.85 m wide, the court is perceived as being quite elongated. The entrance to the court is 2.70 m wide, and it is flanked by two short mud-brick “pylons,” which were probably not much higher than the 0.68 m preserved today, and which permitted a clear view of the façade from outside. The rock-cut façade is 3 m high and was raised up to 5.20 m by
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a masonry wall, possibly decorated, ending in a flat top, whose back-side is still quite well preserved. The front-side of the upper part of the façade, however, is mostly gone, and one has to imagine at least a couple of rows of embedded funerary cones displayed from one side to the other. The excavation of the open courtyard has unearthed one hundred and fifteen cones bearing the stamp “the overseer of the Treasury and overseer of works, the venerated Djehuty, justified,” and another one hundred and fifteen with “the overseer of the cattle of Amun and leader, Djehuty.”

The entrance to the inner part of the monument divides the façade in two halves, each decorated with a rock-cut rounded top stela (fig. 1). They are almost identical in shape and size, 2.49 × 1.95 m, and both include a figure of the owner striding out of the tomb chapel and facing the inscription. At first glance, when seen from afar, the façade looks symmetrical, but when an “educated visitor” gets closer and takes the time to go into the details, he may find out that there is an intended play between the two stelae, which were composed as opposites. While the stela on the right has a civil character, a biographical inscription that enumerates the administrative duties that the owner carried out in life for the king, the stela on the left has a religious character, including a hymn to Amun-Ra. While the biography is written from right to left in horizontal lines, the hymn is written from left to right in vertical col-


columns. Moreover, the biography avoids the repetition of a passage by writing it in a column that interrupts fifteen of the twenty-five lines ("mesostic"), and which has to be read within each of the affected lines, between Djehuty’s titles and name and the indication of a specific task he supervised, while in the religious hymn each of the twenty-six columns consists of an independent statement that repeats the same salutation formula following right after Djehuty’s titles and name.

Composing a text by combining lines together with one or more columns whose text was meant to affect the former is a strategy that the scribes have occasionally drawn upon almost since the dawn of writing. On the other hand, the literary device of repeating a passage (anaphora) to add rhythm and drama to a song or prayer/psalm was also well known by then. However, the successful combination and dialogue between the two on a single surface is an accomplishment of Djehuty.

The distinct character and content of each stela coincides with the two types of stamped funerary cones. It is possible that the cones with the impression “The overseer of the Treasury and overseer of works…” would have been displayed above the biographical inscription, which describes precisely these two duties, while the impression “The overseer of the cattle of Amun…” would have taken the left half of the façade, above the hymn to Amun-Ra.

The tomb chapel of Djehuty is one of the earliest private funerary monuments that has profuse decoration on the façade (a few years later Puimema, TT 39, Useramun, TT 131, and also TT 164 belonging to the scribe of recruits of Thutmose III, Intef, followed suit), attracting the attention of the passerby. Through a civil and a religious inscription Djehuty remarked to the inquisitive visitor that he had been both a loyal and efficient servant of the king and a fervent worshiper of the main and local god. The combination of these two qualities entitled him to have a monument in the necropolis and to attain a pleasant and eternal life in the hereafter. Moreover, the inscribed façade gave him the chance to present himself as a skillful scribe, an erudite and creative designer of inscriptions, who knew how to play with the visual possibilities of texts and the script in combination with sculptured figures and the architecture that housed them.

**Hymn on the Façade**

The stela carved on the left side (figs. 2, 3) protrudes from the façade 5 cm and rests upon a step that is 30 cm wider and projects forward 16 cm and is 11 cm high. The text columns, separated by vertical lines, are about 7 cm wide. The hieroglyphs were carefully carved in sunk relief and then colored in yellow so that the inscription would glitter as dawn’s rays struck the façade (fig. 4). Djehuty’s figure was also carved in sunk relief, with a smooth modeling inside the outline, and completely colored in yellow. In contrast, the biographical inscription was not colored at all.

The upper part was intentionally broken, but the total height and its rounded top can be reconstructed by comparison with its mirror stela. The lunette must have been about 39 cm high, with a winged solar disk embracing a

---

8. H. Grapow, *Sprachliche und schriftliche Formung ägyptischer Texte*, Leipziger Ägyptologische Studien 7 (Güddstadt, 1936), 37–51. For a contemporary parallel, see the two biographical stelae in the tomb chapel of Amennakht (TT 82); Nina de G. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, *The Tomb of Amenemhet (No. 82)*, TTS 1 (London, 1915), 70–73, pl. 25, 29.

9. Years later, the best example of the visual effect caused by a refrain repeatedly inscribed on a stela is the so-called poetical stela of Thutmose III (CCG 34010; P. Lacau, CG 34087–34189, 17–21, pl. 7).


Fig. 2. Hymn to Amun-Ra inscribed on the façade of TT 11.
Fig. 3. Hymn to Amun-Ra inscribed on the façade of TT 11.
double mirror inscription with two cartouches in the middle bearing the name of Men-kheper-ra (Thutmose III) and Maat-ka-ra (Hatshepsut). Actually, one of the relief fragments recovered during the excavation of the courtyard and placed back on the wall is part of Thutmose III’s cartouche, which was left untouched by the executors of the damnatio memoriae against Hatshepsut’s name, whose cartouche must have been chiseled out, as happened in the biographical stela.

The damnatio memoriae not only affected Hatshepsut, but was also directed against Djehuty, as in the rest of the tomb chapel. The damage inflicted throughout the monument does not always show the same degree of destruction. Occasionally Djehuty’s figure is completely hacked out, but in other instances only the face is missing; sometimes his name is carefully erased, but other times his titles are also gone. In the façade, the two figures of Djehuty are hacked out in a similar way, but while in the biographical inscription the names are carefully excised, in the hymn, the whole upper part, taken by Djehuty’s name and titles, was badly destroyed by heavy blows of hammer and chisel. Fortunately, the lower part of the inscription was left untouched.

Moreover, in the Amarna period the name of the god Amun was carefully excised throughout the monument, including the façade’s biographical inscription, and only occasionally was it left untouched by an oversight. However, in the façade’s hymn, the name of Amun-Ra and all the string of epithets following it were mercilessly chiseled out.

Twenty-five fragments of relief have been recovered in the excavation of the courtyard and identified as coming from the stela.  

13. Task carried out by Andrés Diego Espinel.
Fig. 5. Five fragments of the stela found in the courtyard (drawing by Ana de Diego), plus one recorded by W. Spiegelberg in his Fundjournal, 90 (Griffith Institute, University of Oxford).

color, which seems to indicate that they were expelled out of the wall in the first violent attack, before the "atonist" censorship, even those from the middle section. This circumstance seems to imply that at least part of the big hole in the middle of the stela was created at that time, that is, before the Amarna period.14 Despite the small size of most of the fragments found, eleven of them have been placed back on the wall and have turned out to be crucial for reconstructing the damaged part of the inscription, as will be seen below.

The figure of Djehuty, at the right edge of the stela, is about 1.15 m high, its head and torso having suffered damnatio. The blows were heavier at the top than further down, leaving the legs below the knees untouched. The position of the arms and hands can be reconstructed as a praising pose,15 as if he was pronouncing the text aloud, and thus differing from the figure carved on the biographical stela, which has the arms stretched down parallel to the body. Djehuty’s figure shortens the last nine columns of text. The stela has a blank lower margin of about 16 cm.

Below the lunette and above the main text there was a horizontal line stretching from one side to the other, as in the biographical stela, both of them ending in \(\text{mi \text{r} \text{e} \text{dt}}\) “... like Ra forever,” but in this case to be read from left to right. This feature is confirmed by a fragment found during Northampton’s excavation and drawn by Wilhelm Spiegelberg in his Fundjournal, p. 90 (fig. 5, further right).16 The fragment also indicates that the last column commenced with the pair of titles \text{iry-p’t HAty-a}, “noble and leader,” as does each one of the lines of the upper half of the biographical inscription.

Thanks to the fragments found in the excavation of the courtyard and placed back on the wall, together with the traces of signs that can still be identified in the area that has suffered the damnatio, we are now in a position to argue that the inscription on each of the twenty-six columns that comprise the main text opened following the same pattern. The status markers “noble and leader” are followed by other titles and epithets, introducing Djehuty’s name, which stands as an anticipated subject of the predicate \text{dd.f} “he says,” switching to direct speech and introducing a quotation. Djehuty’s words start repeating a salutation to the god, \text{ind-hr.k inm-r’}, “Hail to you! Amun-Ra,” an

14. The lower half of the big hole in the middle as well as a smaller hole to the left were filled with mud at some point.
15. For the reconstruction of Djehuty’s arms in the drawing of fig. 3, his image preserved on the thickness of the entrance to the inner part of the monument has been used (see fig. 7).
anaphora followed by a short, independent praise that varies for each column. In the biographical inscription, the structure of each of the lines of the upper half is identical: Djehuty’s titles open with ḫty-p’t f-h3y-t]-r + name + dd.f + his words starting by repeating a statement (“I have acted as chief, giving instructions, and I have guided the craftsmen to act regarding the tasks on …”), but in this case it is written only once to avoid visual monotony.

Spiegelberg worked in the tomb chapel of Djehuty together with Percy Newberry in the winter of 1898/99, during a field season at Dra Abu el-Naga financed by the Fifth Marquess of Northampton. He was in charge of supervising the excavation and registering the findings. Newberry was supposedly more concerned with the inscriptions, but unfortunately only his diary focusing on his social life in Luxor and the accounts of the campaign is today available, while his more scientific notebook has not yet been found. Spiegelberg, nevertheless, made a set of squeezes of Djehuty’s biographical inscription and published it a year later as the “Northampton stela.” Apparenty no squeezes were made of the mirror stela, probably due to its poor state of preservation, and only a quick and loose hand copy of the inscription was traced then.

Kurt Sethe visited Djehuty’s tomb chapel at the end of 1905 and studied two cryptographic texts inscribed on the southern sidewall of the courtyard near the façade and a second biographical inscription carved at the northern end of the transverse hall, which were included in the excavation’s final report. When Sethe gathered inscriptions for the second volume of the Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, he included the “Northampton stela,” having collated it and corrected Spiegelberg’s published copy of the text. He also selected the hymn to Amun-Ra on the façade, but in this case, lacking his own notes, he relied on Spiegelberg’s hand copy, stating: “Nach einer mir freundlichst zur Verfügung gestellten Abschrift von Spiegelberg (1898/9).” Spiegelberg copied the inscription on four slips of paper, 15 x 10 cm, and Sethe misplaced one of them, altering the order of several columns. Thus, the epigraphic drawing of fig. 3 improves and completes the copy of the text, and emends a long-standing error. Assmann, in his study of solar hymns in Theban tombs, only mentions this about it: “Hymnus an Re erwähnt in PM, Photo (1731 GrInstArch) zeigt keinerlei Textspuren.” Thus, the preliminary translation and study of the inscription, excluding the lunette, follow next.

\[1\][…] like Ra forever.  
\[2\]The noble and leader… Djehuty, he says: “Hail to you! Amun-Ra, …who comes forth from his] mother daily, and rests inside her at its proper time. May you cross your two heavens rightfully/triumphant, your divine crew (\(\textit{iswt}\)) cheering be[hind you].”

---

17. For the opening formula of morning hymns, see H. M. Stewart, Traditional Egyptian Sun Hymns of the New Kingdom (London, 1967), 41.
24. The line would probably have started in a similar way as the first line of the biographical inscription, \(\text{rdt} \text{ lh n imn-r]-r} \text{ iswt nfr} \text{ w3s hm.f m hr]-hrw m wbn.f m lhbt pt}\ldots\). Giving praise to Amun-Ra, king of the gods, adoring his majesty daily when he rises in the east of the sky..., which is a common opening in solar hymns; Stewart, Traditional Egyptian Sun Hymns, 40.
25. The bundle-of-reeds-sign (M40) has been mistakenly written as the papyrus-sign (Y1).
26. The text of Djehuty’s col. 2 is also transcribed on the stelaphorus statue of Nebansu (AEIN 655), lines 3–7 of the stela; M. Jorgensen, Catalogue Egypt II (1550–1080 B.C.) Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek (Copenhagen, 1998), 74–77, no. 18; see Stewart, Traditional Egyptian Sun
The noble and leader... Djehuty, he says: “Hail to you! Amun-Ra, lord of heaven, powerful [...] when he is observed (dgg), something good happens. May you grant that my tomb-chapel (‘hfr’) remain opened forever and endures according to your favors.”

The noble and leader... Djehuty, he says: “Hail to you! Amun-Ra, [...] fertile fields, as I come following you in the wAdyt-columned hall, your Ennead behind you.”

The noble and leader... Djehuty, he says: “Hail to you! Amun-Ra,... what goes forth from his eye/action. I have come to you without my fault, having done no wrong against anyone.”

The noble and leader... Djehuty, he says: “Hail to you! Amun-Ra,... May you grant that I refresh myself under my mnw-trees, in my enclosure that I have built in my plot of land of my property.”
Djehuty’s hymn addressed to Amun-Ra consists of a set of epithets describing the relevant features of the dual deity, and a set of petitions concerning the deceased’s wellbeing in the hereafter, including the maintenance of his tomb chapel and food offerings, the vital functions of his corpse, and the mobility of his spirit. Under the joint reign of Hatshepsut-Thutmose III, the local god Amun fully adopted a solar nature, becoming Amun-Ra, and fulfilled a major role in the funerary theology and rituals. In this respect, it has to be remembered that Djehuty’s tomb chapel was probably very close to the processional way of the Beautiful Feast of the Valley, which linked Amun-Ra of Karnak with the main (royal) funerary temples and chapels on the West Bank, and that the hymn, carved in large scale on the façade and painted in yellow, was easily visible.

**Hymn at the Transverse Hall**

The inner part of Djehuty’s funerary monument has a second hymn, inscribed at the eastern wall of the northern wing of the transverse hall (i.e., “behind” the façade’s biographical stela). The wall is taken by a banquet scene, carved in raised relief, showing in large scale Djehuty and his parents (all three have suffered damnatio memoriae) sitting behind an offering table, while a few servants, distributed in three registers, approach them carrying jars and dragging cattle. Below the main characters, two “brothers” and three “sisters” of Djehuty, whose names and faces have also been intentionally erased, are holding and smelling lotus flowers, sitting on mats with small tables piled with food before each of them. Below the offering bringers, there is a group of musicians, singers, and dancers entertaining the banquet (fig. 6). Leading them is a corpulent harpist (labeled hsw), called Seni-res. Due to the deteriorated condition of the surface, the harpist’s eye cannot be seen and it is difficult to ascertain whether or not he was depicted blind. Behind him, there is a young man probably grasping the collar of a monkey on two legs, while holding what seems to be a basket with fruits (note that underneath the chair of Djehuty’s father there is a monkey
sitting down and eating fruits from a basket). He is also identified by name, Pay-itja, and he seems to be the singer (labeled $hsw$). The lyric is written above the group in thirteen short columns, with incised hieroglyphs colored in blue, consisting of a hymn to Amun (not written Amun-Ra) as creator god. It is perhaps not unintentional that the opposite wall of the transverse hall is decorated with the so-called "fishing and fowling in the marshes" scene.

“Hail to you, who rises from the primeval waters (Nun), who [illuminates and inundates] the Two(?) Lands with gold. Oh! Amun, father of the gods, lord of heaven, lord of earth, lord of water. [Who creates] what is, who [causes to come about] the plants, and produces all that exists. Who grants the breath (of life) to the one who praises him and assigns a (long) lifetime to the one who acts on his water (i.e., who is loyal to him). Grant health to the calmed official, Djehuty, of enduring existence.”

---


39. Säve-Söderbergh, “Gastmahlsszene im Grabe,” 283, nn. 3–4, fits in two verbs $hitives$ “leuchtet,” and $b\tilde{a}$H “überflutet,” followed by Assmann. Below what seems to be the cobra-in-repose-sign (I10, D), there are traces of an undetermined bird-sign. The Cairo statue CG 921 has only the heron-on-a-perch-sign (G32), and reads: $b\tilde{a}$H $t\tilde{a}$w $m$ nbw “who inundates the lands with gold.”


41. Assmann (Sonnenhymnen in thebanischen Gräbern, 11) transliterates $nb$ ntt, but then translates “der das Seiende eschafft.” Säve-Söderbergh, “Eine Gastmahlsszene im Grabe,” 283, n. 7, translates ‘der die Pflanzen(?) [hervorbringt]’ Assmann, Sonnenhymnen in thebanischen Gräbern, 11, reads $slpr-sn-t\tilde{a}$ following CG 921 (irw ntt $slpr$ sn t\tilde{a} kmw q3w wnn(t) nbt), but suggests the emendation to $sn-t\tilde{a}$ and translates ‘der die Gewächse entstehen läßt.”

42. In CG 921: smntj ‘$H$w.

43. Säve-Söderbergh, “Gastmahlsszene im Grabe,” 283, takes the damaged sign as $p\tilde{i}$, and translates “Dieser, der bleiben wird!”; Assmann,
The same hymn was also inscribed, probably a few years later, on the legs of a small, limestone, kneeling statue of another overseer of the Treasury, called Djehuty-nefer (CG 921). The wording of the two versions is so close that the latter helps to reconstruct the damaged areas of Djehuty’s text.

The nature of Amun as creator and life generating god is manifested, at the end of the hymn, through his capacity to grant mankind health and life. The benevolent intervention for human well-being is presented as a reward for loyalty, and in that sense it recalls the alleged words of Thutmose I in Hatshepsut’s “coronation inscription:” “He who shall praise her shall live (...) As for anybody who loves her in his heart and praises her every day, he shall prosper and flourish more than anything.”

The setting of the hymn within a banquet scene is peculiar, and the hymn departs from the standard lyrics of harpers’ and orchestra songs. In contrast to the façade’s hymn, where Djehuty is the standing speaker, requesting the god’s favor for himself, here he is part of the seated audience and the addressee of someone else’s good wishes. The two different attitudes that Djehuty adopts bring to mind the panel carved on the southern sidewall of the open courtyard. In the upper register, Djehuty is depicted twice, standing with his arms raised and pronouncing aloud a hymn inscribed in front of him, while in the lower register he is shown sitting behind an offering table —this time alone—being entertained by a harpist and two young women holding a sistrum and a menat-necklace, singing:

“[…, Djehuty:] Singing for you. May you be satisfied with what Amun-Ra and Hathor, patroness of Thebes, grant you. May they grant you the sweet breath of life.”

The scene on the sidewall probably immortalizes an ideal moment of the Beautiful Feast of the Valley, whose procession would have passed in front of the courtyard. Below the scene, there is a small rock-cut bench carved along the wall (26 cm high and projecting 30 cm out from the wall), maybe designed to be occupied by the banquet’s guests during the holy day; and by doing so they would have visually formed a lower register, sitting below Djehuty’s figure, paralleling his “brothers” and “sisters” depicted in the banquet scene of the transverse hall.

**Hymn on the Entrance Thickness**

The southern thickness of the entrance to the inner part of Djehuty’s tomb chapel preserves part of a panel, 0.95 m wide, carved in raised relief and showing the owner striding out with his arms raised in a praising pose, accompanied by his father depicted in a smaller scale (fig. 7). Djehuty’s head is missing, and the name and face of Djehuty’s father have been intentionally erased. Nevertheless, the smooth carving of the figures heightened by the
Fig. 7. Thickness of the entrance to the tomb chapel, showing Djehuty and his father striding out to adore the morning sun.
sidelight coming in, the transparency of the longer kilt enhanced by the preserved polychromy, and the detail of the hieroglyphs indicate that this transitional area of the monument was conceived to be highly significant.

An inscription was carved in front and above the figures, in columns to be read from left to right and separated by vertical lines. Out of seven(?) columns of text, only the lower half of the first two columns is preserved, which were the only ones that went all the way down, the rest stopping above Djehuty’s hands and head, and thus taking slightly less than half of the panel’s height. Some of the signs have very faint traces of color. The text reads:

\[
\begin{align*}
&1) \text{[… lord of] heaven, lord of earth, king of the gods, foremost of Karnak in [\ldots] I [come] to you [\ldots] Ra,} \\
&\text{lord of heaven, who crosses the (highest) sky [\ldots]} 
\end{align*}
\]

The southern thickness depicts the owner coming out from his tomb and praising the solar god at dawn, most probably Amun-Ra, to enjoy the offerings that would have been invoked and/or displayed outside the chapel. Unfortunately, the opposite thickness is completely destroyed. Relying on the information available today, it seems that Djehuty was one of the first officials to decorate the thickness of the entrance to the tomb chapel with a solar hymn.

Due to its early date, under the joint reign of Hatshepsut–Thutmose III, the three hymns carved on Djehuty’s funerary monument (TT 11) constitute a relevant ensemble for the study of the development of solar religion in Thebes during the Eighteenth Dynasty. They also reflect the deep interest Djehuty seems to have had in writing, particularly religious texts, and in the visual potential of inscriptions and their integration into the architectural setting.

It is a great pleasure to dedicate this study on the intellectual and artistic achievements of Djehuty, Hatshepsut’s overseer of the Treasury, overseer of the craftsmen, and above all scribe, to my former teacher at Johns Hopkins (1987–1993). Betsy was a constant source of knowledge and inspiration, and an example of professional and personal commitment. I was then a young Spaniard just landed in the US, and she taught me much more than Egyptology, though that was probably not her intention, and something I only understood years later. For my graduate years and beyond, I am deeply grateful to her.

---

52. The sixth column preserves at the very top a mw-sign followed by an offering-table sign (R1), h3t or w3lhw. Fragments of the inscription have been recovered in the excavation of the courtyard and are now being studied by Diego Espinel.

53. Fragments found in the excavation of the courtyard, with incised hieroglyphs, seem to come from the northern thickness, and are currently under study. The tomb chapel of Lammedjeh (TT 84), preserves only the northern thickness, which conveys a hymn to the setting sun Amun-Ra Atum; Assmann, *Sonnenhymnen in thebanischen Gräbern*, 140–41.

54. See also TT 53; Assmann, *Sonnenhymnen in thebanischen Gräbern*, 98–99. For earlier hymns to the sun god, see D. Franke, “‘When the sun goes down…’ Early solar hymns on a pyramidion stela from the reign of Sekhemra-shedtawy Sobekemsaf,” in *The Second Intermediate Period (Thirteenth–Seventeenth Dynasties)*, ed. M. Marée, OLA 192 (Leuven, 2010), 283–302, pls. 98–100.